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Abstract. Reentrant locking is a recursive locking mechanism which
allows a thread in a multi-threaded program to acquire the reentrant
lock multiple times. The thread must release this lock an equal number
of times before another thread can acquire this lock. We consider the
control state reachability problem for recursive multi-threaded programs
synchronizing via a finite number of reentrant locks. Such programs can
be abstracted as multi-pushdown systems with a finite number of counters. The pushdown stacks model the call stacks of the threads and the
counters model the reentrant locks. The control state reachability problem is already undecidable for non-reentrant locks. As a consequence,
for non-reentrant locks, under-approximation techniques which restrict
the search space have gained traction. One popular technique is to limit
the number of context switches. Our main result is that the problem of
checking whether a control state is reachable within a bounded number
of context switches is decidable for recursive multi-threaded programs
synchronizing via a finite number of reentrant locks if we restrict the
lock-usage to contextual locking: a release of an instance of reentrant
lock can only occur if the instance was acquired before in the same procedure and each instance of a reentrant lock acquired in a procedure
call must be released before the procedure returns. The decidability is
obtained by a reduction to the reachability problem of Vector Addition
Systems with States (VASS).
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Introduction

A mutex lock is a synchronization primitive used in multi-threaded programs to
enable communication amongst threads and guide their computations. A lock is
either free or is held (owned) by a thread. If the lock is free then any thread can
acquire it and in that case the lock is said to be held (owned) by that thread.
The lock becomes free when the owning thread releases it. If the lock is held by
some thread then any attempt to acquire it by any thread (including the owning
thread) fails and the requesting thread blocks. However, some programming languages such as Java support non-blocking reentrant locks. In a reentrant locking
mechanism, if a thread attempts to acquire a reentrant lock it already holds
then the thread succeeds. The lock becomes free only when the owning thread
releases the lock as many times as it has acquired the lock.

Verification of multi-threaded programs is an important challenge as they often suffer from subtle programming errors. One approach to tackle this challenge
is static analysis, and this paper investigates this approach for multi-threaded recursive programs using reentrant locks. In static analysis of sequential recursive
programs, a program is often abstracted into a pushdown system that captures
the control flow of the program and where the stack models recursion [?]. Several static analysis questions are then formulated as reachability questions on the
abstracted pushdown system. In a similar fashion, multi-threaded programs can
be abstracted as multi-pushdown systems that synchronize using the synchronization primitives supported by the programming language. Important safety
verification questions, such as data-race detection and non-interference, can then
be formulated as control state reachability problem: given a global state q of a
concurrent program, is q reachable?
The control state reachability problem for multi-pushdown systems is undecidable. As a consequence, under-approximation techniques which restrict the
search space have become popular. One such restriction is to bound the number
of context switches [?]: a context is a contiguous sequence of actions in a computation belonging to the same thread. The bounded context-switching reachability
problem asks if given a global state q, is q reachable within a bounded number
of context switches. This was shown to be decidable for multi-threaded programs [?]. Such analyses are used to detect errors in programs.
Our contributions. In this paper, we study the bounded context-switching reachability problem for multi-threaded recursive programs using a finite set of reentrant locks. Such programs can be abstracted by using standard abstraction
techniques as multi-pushdown systems with a finite number of counters. Each
counter corresponds to a lock and is used to model the number of times the
corresponding lock has been acquired by its owning thread. Acquisition of the
corresponding lock increments the counter and a release of the corresponding lock
decrements the counter. There is, however, no explicit zero-test on the counters:
when a thread P successfully acquires a lock l, it happens either because nobody
held l before or P itself held l before. A successful acquisition does not explicitly
distinguish these cases. An “explicit” zero-test can, however, be simulated by
communication amongst threads.
Furthermore, we restrict our attention to contextual reentrant locking: we
assume that a release of an instance of a reentrant lock can only occur if
this instance was acquired before in the same procedure and that each instance of a reentrant lock acquired in a procedure call is released before the
procedure returns. Not only is this restriction natural, several higher-level programming constructs automatically ensure contextual locking. For example, the
synchronized(o) { ...} statement in Java enforces contextual locking.3
Our main result is that the bounded context-switching reachability problem
of multi-threaded recursive programs using contextual reentrant locks is decidable. The proof of this fact is carried out in two steps.
3

Please note that not all uses of reentrant locks in Java are contextual.

First, we associate to each computation a switching vector. Switching vectors
were introduced in [?,?] for multi-threaded programs. A switching vector is a
“snapshot” of the computation at the positions where context switches happen.
A switching vector is a sequence; if a computation has r context switches then
its switching vector has r + 1 elements. The i-th element of the switching vector
records the global state at the beginning of the i-th context and the active thread
in the i-th context. For multi-threaded programs with reentrant locks, the i-th
element also records the lock ownership status, i.e., which locks are owned by each
thread at the start of the i-th context. Observe that the number of switching
vectors ≤ r + 1 is finite. Thus, in order to decide whether a global state q
is reachable within a bounded number of context switches, it suffices to check
whether given a switching vector sig, is there a computation whose switching
vector is sig and which leads to q. This check is done iteratively: for each prefix
sig 0 of sig, we check if there is a computation whose switching vector is sig 0 .
The iterative step above is reduced to checking whether a control state of
a pushdown counter system is reachable by computations in which at most a
bounded number of zero-tests are performed. The status of the latter problem,
i.e., whether it is decidable or not is open. However, in our case, we exploit the
fact that the constructed pushdown counter system is also contextual : the values
of a counter in a procedure call is always greater than the value of the counter
before the procedure call and the value of the counter immediately before a
procedure return is the same as the value of the counter before the procedure call.
We show that the control state reachability problem on a contextual pushdown
counter system with bounded number of zero-tests is decidable. This is achieved
by first showing that we only need to consider stacks of bounded height and
thus the problem reduces to the problem of checking control-state reachability
on counter systems with bounded number of zero-tests. The latter problem is
easily seen to be equivalent to the (configuration) reachability problem of vector
addition systems (VASS)4 . The latter is known to be decidable [?,?,?].
We then show that the problem of bounded context-switching reachability is
at least as hard as the configuration reachability problem of VASS even when
the context switch bound is taken to be 1. Since the configuration reachability
problem of VASS is EXPSPACE-hard [?], we conclude that the bounded contextswitching reachability problem for VASS is also EXPSPACE-hard.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give our formal model in
Section ??. The result of deciding reachability in contextual pushdown counter
systems with a bounded number of zero-tests is given in Section ?? and our main
result in Section ??. We conclude and discuss future work in Section ??.
Related Work. For multi-threaded programs (without reentrant locks), bounded
context-switching reachability problem was first posed and shown to be decidable
in [?]. Several different proofs of this fact have been discovered since then (see,
for example, [?,?,?]). The technique of switching vectors that we have adapted
4

For our purposes, VASS are counter systems in which there are no zero-test transitions.

to establish our result for the case of multi-threaded programs with reentrant
locks was first introduced in [?,?]. (Please note that switching vectors sometimes
go by the name of interfaces).
For non-reentrant locks, it was shown in [?] that if we abstract away the data
and assume that threads follow nested locking then the control state reachability
(even with unbounded context-switching) is decidable. A thread is said to follow
nested locking [?] if locks are released in the reverse order in which they are
acquired. For 2-threaded programs, we showed a similar result for contextual
(non-reentrant) locking in [?].
For reentrant locks, [?,?] observe that if threads follow both contextual and
nested locking, then the stack of a thread can be used to keep track of both
recursive calls as well as recursive lock acquisitions. Thus, the bounded contextswitching problem in this case reduces to the case of bounded context-switching
problem in multi-pushdown systems. The restriction of both contextual and
nested locking is naturally followed by many programs. In Java, for example, if
only synchronized(o) { ...} blocks are used for synchronization then locking
is both contextual and nested. However, the assumption of nested locking in
presence of other synchronizing primitives, for example, wait/notify{ ...}
construct can break nested locking while preserving contextual locking.
A modular approach for verifying concurrent non-recursive Java programs
with reentrant locks is proposed in [?]. In this approach, first a “lock interface”
s guessed: a “lock interface” characterizes the sequence of lock operations that
can happen in an execution of the program. Then, they check if each thread
respects the lock interface. Since the number of possible lock interfaces is infinite,
termination is not guaranteed. Thus, they check programs against specific lock
interfaces and thus this approach is another way of restricting the search space.
The control state reachability problem for pushdown counter systems with
no zero-tests has long been an open problem. The only non-trivial cases that
we are aware of, for which decidability has been established, is when counters
are decremented only the stack contents are empty [?,?,?] (in which case it
is EXPSPACE-complete [?]), or when the stack is restricted to index-bounded
behaviors [?] (equivalent to VASS with hierarchical zero-tests, complexity unknown), or when the number counter reversals are bounded [?,?] (in which case
it is NP-complete).

2

Model

The set of natural numbers shall be denoted by N. The set of functions from
a set A to B shall be denoted by B A . Given a function f ∈ B A , the function
f |a7→b shall be the unique function g defined as follows: g(a) = b and for all
a0 6= a, g(a0 ) = f (a0 ). If ā = (a1 , . . . , an ) ∈ A1 × · · · × An then πi (a) = ai for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Pushdown Systems. Recursive programs are usually modeled as pushdown systems for static analysis. We are modeling threads in concurrent recursive pro-

grams that synchronize via reentrant locks. A single thread can be modeled as
follows:
Definition 1. Given a finite set Lcks, a pushdown system (PDS) P using (reentrant locks) Lcks is a tuple (Q, Γ, qs, δ) where
–
–
–
–

Q is a finite set of control states.
Γ is a finite stack alphabet.
qs is the initial state.
δ = δint ∪ δcll ∪ δrtn ∪ δacq ∪ δrel is a finite set of transitions where
• δint ⊆ Q × Q.
• δcll ⊆ Q × (Q × Γ ).
• δrtn ⊆ (Q × Γ ) × Q.
• δacq ⊆ Q × (Q × Lcks).
• δrel ⊆ (Q × Lcks) × Q.
A transition in δint is said to be a state transition, a transition in δcll is said
to be a push transition, a transition in δrtn is said to be a pop transition, a
transition in δacq is said to be an acquire transition and a transition in δrel
is said to be a release transition.

The semantics of a PDS P using Lcks is given as a transition system. The
set of configurations of P using Lcks is Conf P = Q × Γ ∗ × NLcks . Intuitively,
the elements of a configuration (q, w, hld) have the following meaning: q is the
“current” control state of P, w the contents of the pushdown stack and hld :
Lcks → N is a function that tells the number of times each lock has been acquired
by P. The transition relation is not a relation between configurations of P, since
a thread executes in an environment, namely the set of free locks (i.e., locks
not being held by any thread). Thus, the transition relation can be seen as a
binary relation on 2Lcks × Conf P , i.e., a transition takes a pair (f r, c) (set of free
locks and the configuration) and gives the resulting pair (f r0 , c0 ). In order to
emphasize that the set of free locks is an “environment”, we shall write f r : c
instead of the usual notation of (f r, c). In addition to the usual push, pop and
internal actions of a PDS; a thread can acquire or release a lock. The thread can
only acquire a lock if it is either free or was held by itself before. The thread can
only release a lock if it is held by itself. A lock held by a thread is freed only
after the thread releases all instances held by it. Formally,
Definition 2. A PDS P = (Q, Γ, qs, δ) using Lcks gives a labeled transition
relation −→P ⊆ (2Lcks × (Q × Γ ∗ × NLcks )) × Labels × (2Lcks × (Q × Γ ∗ × NLcks ))
where Labels = {int, cll, rtn} ∪ {acq(l), rel(l) | l ∈ Lcks} and −→P is defined as
follows.
int

– fr : (q, w, hld) −→P fr : (q 0 , w, hld) if (q, q 0 ) ∈ δint .
cll
– fr : (q, w, hld) −→P fr : (q 0 , wa, hld) if (q, (q 0 , a)) ∈ δcll .
rtn
– fr : (q, wa, hld)−→P fr : (q 0 , w, hld) if ((q, a), q 0 ) ∈ δrtn .
acq(l)

– fr : (q, w, hld) −→ P fr \ {l} : (q 0 , w, hld|l7→hld(l)+1 ) if (q, (q 0 , l)) ∈ δacq and
either l ∈ fr or hld(l) > 0.

rel(l)

– fr : (q, w, hld) −→P fr : (q 0 , w, hld|l7→hld(l)−1 ) if ((q, l), q 0 ) ∈ δrel and hld(l) > 1.
rel(l)

– fr : (q, w, hld) −→P fr ∪ {l} : (q 0 , w, hld|l7→0 ) if ((q, l), q 0 ) ∈ δrel and hld(l) = 1.
2.1

Multi-pushdown systems

Concurrent programs are usually modeled as multi-pushdown systems. For our
paper, we assume that threads in a concurrent program also synchronize through
reentrant locks which leads us to the following definition.
Definition 3. Given a finite set Lcks, a n-pushdown system (n-PDS) CP communicating via (reentrant locks) Lcks and shared state Q is a tuple (P1 , . . . , Pn )
where
– Q is a finite set of states.
– Each Pi is a PDS using Lcks.
– The set of control states of Pi is Q × Qi . Qi is said to be the set of local
states of thread i.
– There is a qs ∈ Q s.t. for each i the initial state of Pi is (qs, qsi ) for some
qsi ∈ Qi . The state qs is said to be the initial shared state and qsi is said to
be the initial local state of Pi .
Given a n-PDS CP, we will assume that the set of local states and the stack
symbols of the threads are mutually disjoint.
Definition 4. The semantics of a n-PDS CP = (P1 , . . . , Pn ) communicating via
Lcks and shared state Q is given as a labeled transition system T = (S, s0 , −→)
where
– S, said to be the set of configurations of CP, is the set Q×(Q1 ×Γ1∗ ×NLcks )×
· · · × (Qn × Γn∗ × NLcks ) where Qi is the set of local states of Pi and Γi is the
stack alphabet of Pi .
– s0 , said to be the initial configuration, is (qs, (qs1 , , 0), · · · , (qsm , , 0)) where
qs is the initial shared state, qsi is the initial local state of Pi and 0 ∈ NLcks
is the function which takes the value 0 for each l ∈ Lcks.
– The set of labels on the transitions is Labels × {1, . . . , n} where Labels =
(λ,i)

{int, cll, rtn} ∪ {acq(l), rel(l) | l ∈ Lcks}. The labeled transition relation −→
is defined as follows
(λ,i)

(q, (q1 , w1 , hld1 ), · · · , (qn , wn , hldn )) −→ (q 0 , (q10 , w10 , hld01 ), · · · , (qn0 , wn0 , hld0n ))
iff for all j 6= i, qj = qj0 , wj = wj0 and hldj = hld0j and
λ

Lcks \ {l | ∪1≤r≤n hldr (l) > 0} : ((q, qi ), wi , hldi ) −→Pi
Lcks \ {l | ∪1≤r≤n hld0r (l) > 0} : ((q 0 , qi0 ), wi0 , hld0i ).
Notation: A global state is (q, q1 , . . . , qn ) where q ∈ Q and qi ∈ Qi . Given a
configuration s = (q, (q1 , w1 , hld1 ), · · · , (qn , wn , hldn )) of a n-PDS CP, we say
that ShdSt(s) = q, GlblSt(s) = (q, q1 , · · · , qn ), LckHld(s) = (hld1 , · · · , hldn ),
LckOwnd(s) = (held1 , · · · , heldn ) and LckOwndi (s) = heldi where heldi = {l |
hldi (l) > 0}, Conf i (s) = (qi , wi , hldi ), CntrlSti (s) = qi , Stcki (s) = wi , StHti (s) =
|wi |, the length of wi and LckHldi (s) = hldi .

(λ1 ,i1 )

Computations. A computation of the n-PDS CP, is a sequence σ = s0 −→
(λm ,im )

s1 · · · −→ sm , such that s0 is the initial configuration of CP. The transition
(cll,i)

sj −→ sj+1 is said to be a procedure call by thread i. Similarly, we can define
procedure return, internal action, acquisition of lock l and release of lock l by
(rtn,i)

thread i. A procedure return sj −→ sj+1 is said to match a procedure call
(cll,i)

sp −→ sp+1 iff p < j, StHti (sp ) = StHti (sj+1 ) and for all p + 1 ≤ t ≤ j,
StHti (sp+1 ) ≤ StHti (st ). A release of a lock sj

(rel(l),i)

−→ sj+1 is said to match an

(acq(l),i)

acquisition sp −→ sp+1 iff p < j, LckHldi (sp )(l) = LckHldi (sj+1 )(l) and for
each p + 1 ≤ t ≤ j, LckHldi (sp+1 )(l) ≤ LckHldi (st )(l).
2.2

Contextual locking

We recall the notion of contextual locking [?] and adapt the notion to the reentrant locking mechanism. Informally, contextual locking means that –
– each instance of a lock acquired by a thread in a procedure call must be
released before the corresponding return is executed, and
– the instances of locks held by a thread just before a procedure call is executed
are not released during the execution of the procedure.
Definition 5. A thread i in a n-PDS CP = (P1 , . . . , Pn ) is said to follow con(cll,i)

(rtn,i)

textual locking if whenever s` −→ s`+1 and sj −→ sj+1 are matching procedure
(λ1 ,i)

(λm ,i)

call and return along a computation s0 −→ s1 · · · −→ sm , we have that
LckHldi (s` ) = LckHldi (sj+1 ) and for all ` ≤ r ≤ j. LckHldi (s` ) ≤ LckHldi (sr ).
Example 1. Consider the 3-threaded program shown in Figure ??. Threads P0
and P1 follow contextual locking, but thread P2 does not follow contextual
locking.
2.3

Bounded context-switching

A context [?] is a contiguous sequence of actions in a computation belonging to
the same thread:
(λ1 ,i1 )

(λm ,im )

Definition 6. Given a computation σ = s0 −→ s1 · · · −→ sm of a n-PDS
CP, we say that a context switch happens at position j ∈ {1, · · · , m} if ij 6= ij+1 .
The number of context switches in σ is the number of positions at which a context
switch happens.
The bounded context-switching problem [?] is defined formally as:
Definition 7. For k ∈ N, the k-bounded context-switching reachability problem
asks that given a n-PDS CP = (P1 , . . . , Pn ) communicating via Lcks and shared
(λ1 ,i1 )

state Q, and a global state q of CP, if there is a computation σ = s0 −→
(λm ,im )

s1 · · · −→ sm of CP such that i) GlblSt(sm ) = q and ii) there are at most k
context switches in σ.

int a(){
acq l1;
acq l2;
if (..) then{
rel l2;
rel l1;
};
else{
rel l1
rel l2
};
return i;
};

int b(){
acq l1;
rel l1;
return j;
};
public void P1() {
l=a();
}

int c(){
rel l2;
acq l1;
return i;
};
public void P2(){
acq l2;
n=c();
rel l1;
}

public void P0() {
n=a();
}
Fig. 1. Threads P0 and P1 follow contextual locking. Thread P2 does not follow contextual locking.
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Contextual pushdown counter systems

In order to establish our main result, we shall need an auxiliary result about
pushdown counter systems. A pushdown counter system is an automaton which
in addition to a pushdown stack also has counters. Formally, a k-counter pushdown system (k-counter PDS), M, is a tuple (Q, Γ, qs, δ) where Q is a finite
set of control states, Γ is a finite stack alphabet, qs is the initial state and δ,
the set of transitions of M, is a tuple (δint , δcll , δrtn , {δinci , δdeci , δzi }1≤i≤k ) where
δint ⊆ Q × Q is the set of state transitions, δcll ⊆ Q × (Q × Γ ) is the set of
push transitions, δrtn ⊆ (Q × Γ ) × Q is the set of pop transitions, and for each
1 ≤ i ≤ k, δinci ⊆ Q × Q is the set of increment transitions of the counter i,
δdeci ⊆ Q×Q is the set of decrement transitions of the counter i and δzi ⊆ Q×Q
is the set of zero-tests of the counter i.
The semantics of the k-counter PDS M is given in terms of a labeled transition system →M . The definition of the semantics is as expected; we set out
some notations here. The set of configurations of the transition system is the set
Q × Γ ∗ × Nk . In a configuration (q, w, j1 , · · · , jk ), q is the control state, w ∈ Γ ∗
is the stack contents and ji ∈ N is the value of the i-th counter. The set of
transition labels are {int, cll, rtn} ∪ {inci , deci , zi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. The initial configuration is s0 = (qs, , 0, · · · , 0). The definition of computations and the definition
of matching push and pop transitions along a computation are as expected.
λ1
Given a k-counter PDS M = (Q, Γ, qs, δ) and a computation C = s0 −→
M
λ

m
s1 · · · −→
M sm of M, the number of zero-tests along the computation is |{λj |
λj = zi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n}|. We are interested in the problem of checking
whether a control state is reachable by computations in which the number of

zero-tests are bounded. However, we will be only interested in contextual counter
PDSs. Contextual counter PDSs are analogous to threads that follow contextual
locking; in any computation, a) there are an equal number of increments and
decrements in a procedure call and b) counter values during procedure call are
at least as large as the counter values before the procedure call. Formally,
Definition 8. The k-counter PDS M is said to be contextual if whenever
cll
rtn
s` −→M s`+1 and sj −→M sj+1 are matching push and pop transitions along
λ

λ

m
1
a computation s0 −→
M s1 · · · −→M sm then for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, a) ci (s` ) =
ci (sj+1 ) and b) for all each ` ≤ r ≤ j, ci (s` ) ≤ ci (sr ), where ci (s) is the value
of i-th counter in the configuration s.

In order to establish our result about contextual counter PDSs, we need one
auxiliary lemma. The stack in configuration s = (q, w, j1 , · · · , jk ) is said to be
strictly larger than the stack in configuration s0 = (q 0 , w0 , j10 , · · · , jk0 ) if w = w0 u
where u is a nonempty word over Γ.
Lemma 1. Let M = (Q, Γ, qs, δ) be a k-counter contextual PDS. Consider three
computations of M:
cll

C1 : (q1 , w, j1 , . . . , jk ) −→M . . . (q1 , ww0 , j10 , . . . , jk0 )
cll

rtn

C2 : (q1 , ww0 , j10 , . . . , jk0 ) −→M . . . −→M (q2 , ww0 , j10 , . . . , jk0 )
rtn
C3 : (q1 , ww0 , j10 , . . . , jk0 ) . . . −→M (q2 , w, j1 , . . . , jk )
such that the stack stays strictly larger than w in the intermediate states of C1
and C3 and stays strictly larger than ww0 (with w0 non-empty) in the intermediate states of C2 . Then, if {i | ji = 0} = {i | ji0 = 0} then there is a computation
from (q1 , w, j1 , . . . , jk ) leading to (q2 , w, j1 , . . . , jk ) by using exactly the transitions used in C2 .
λ

cll

1
Proof. Consider the computation C2 = (q1 , ww0 , j10 , . . . , jk0 ) −→M s00 −→
M

λp

rtn

. . . −→M s0p −→M (q2 , ww0 , l10 , . . . , lk0 ). As the stack stays strictly larger than
ww0 during this computation, it means that the initial call matches the final
return. Therefore as M is contextual, the counter values in any intermediate
state of C2 are at least as large as (j10 , . . . , jk0 ); and by contextuality, (j10 , . . . , jk0 )
is itself larger than (j1 , . . . , jk ).
We establish the following invariant by induction on t: if (q2 , ww0 , j10 , . . . , jk0 )
cll

λ

λ

t
t
0
0
0
−→M s00 . . . −→
M (q3 , ww σ, lt,1 , . . . , lt,n ) then (q1 , w, j1 , . . . , jk ) . . . −→M (q3 ,
0
0
wσ, lt,1 , . . . , lt,n ) with lt,i = lt,i + (ji − ji ). The base case, t = 0, is immediate. In
the inductive step, we proceed by cases on the label λt . The case of push, pop
and internal state transitions is immediate because the w0 part of the stack is
never used in C2 . A transition that increments a counter also fulfills this invariant
immediately. We now consider a transition that can decrement a counter i. Then,
0
because M is contextual, we have lt+1,i
≥ ji0 which means that lt0 ≥ ji0 + 1, and
0
0
thus lt,i = (lt,i − ji ) + ji ≥ 1 and the decrement can be performed. For a zero0
test, we have that lt,i
= 0, which means by contextuality that ji0 = ji = 0.

Thus, by induction hypothesis, lt,i = 0 and the zero-test can be performed. This
concludes the demonstration of the invariant and the statement of the lemma
follows directly.
t
u
We are ready to establish that the control state reachability problem for
contextual pushdown counter systems with a bounded number of zero tests is
decidable.
Theorem 1. The following problem is decidable: Given a k-counter contextual
PDS M with initial configuration s0 , a control state q of M and a number r ∈ N,
λm
λ1
check if there is a computation C = s0 −→
M s1 · · · −→M sm s.t.
– there are at most r zero-tests along C, and
– sm = (q, w, j1 , · · · jk ) for some w ∈ Γ ∗ , j1 , · · · , jk ∈ N.
Proof. We first turn the problem into one where the final state must have an
empty stack as follows.
We first encode in the control states of the PDS counter system the information about whether the stack is empty as follows. When symbol a is to be
pushed on an empty stack, we push a marked symbol a∗ instead. Popping a
marked symbol indicates that the resulting stack is empty.
Now, if a stack symbol is pushed but never popped in a computation leading
to q; it means that this stack symbol is never subsequently accessed, and thus
can be ignored. Therefore, when the stack is empty and a symbol is ready to be
pushed, we allow a non-deterministic choice: either to push the symbol (guessing
that it would have been popped later) or to not push it but performing the
same change of control state (guessing that it would have never been popped
subsequently). As the discarded symbols were at the bottom of the stack, we
don’t expose symbols that could be used in the computation.
The resulting system is still contextual (because any transition sequence between matching push and pop in the new system was already present in the old
one). Moreover, one can reach a state (q, , j1 , . . . , jk ) for some (j1 , . . . , jk ) in the
new system if and only if one could reach (q, w, j1 , . . . , jk ) for some (j1 , . . . , jk )
and w in the old one.
For the case with a final empty stack, we show that if such a computation
exists, then there exists one such that the stack size in any intermediate state is
bounded by |Q|2 2k . Indeed, if we assume this is not the case, fix a computation
C whose length is minimal amongst computations ending in control state q
with empty stack. By assumption, there are at least |Q|2 2k + 1 nested pairs of
matching push and pop in C. But, if to each pair of matching push and pop
cll
rtn
(q1 , w, j1 , . . . , jk ) −→M . . . −→M (q2 , w, j1 , . . . , jk ) in C we associate the vector
(q1 , q2 , {i | ji = 0}), by the pigeonhole principle, there exist two nested pairs
such that:
cll

(q1 , w, j1 , . . . , jk ) −→M . . . (q1 , ww0 , j10 , . . . , jk0 )
cll

rtn

−→M . . . −→M (q2 , ww0 , j10 , . . . , jk0 )
rtn
. . . −→M (q2 , w, j1 , . . . , jk )

such that a) (due to the fact that we are consider matching pushes and pops)
the stack stays strictly larger than w in the intermediate states of the first and
third part and stays strictly larger than ww0 (with w0 non-empty) during the
second part, and b) {i | ji = 0} = {i | ji0 = 0}. Thanks to Lemma ??, we get a
shorter computation, which contradicts the assumption of minimality of C.
Now, because the stack is bounded, it means we can just encode it in the
control state, which gives us a reachability problem in a counter system with
restricted zero-tests. We reduce it to reachability in Vector Addition Systems
[?,?,?]. As the number of possible zero-tests is known, we encode in the control
state the number of zero-tests remaining, and work on t copies of each counter,
where t is the number of zero-tests remaining. When a zero-test is performed, we
only change the control state, remembering the index of the counter on which
the zero-test is supposed to be performed, continue to work on t − 1 copies of the
counters, leaving the remaining counters frozen. At the end of the computation,
we test whether all frozen counters which should have been zero when they were
frozen are indeed zero.
t
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4

Bounded context-switching reachability

We shall now establish the decidability of the bounded context-switching reachability problem. A key technique we will use is the technique of switching vectors
developed for bounded context-switching reachability for multi-pushdown systems [?,?]. Intuitively, a switching vector is “snapshot” of a computation in a
multi-pushdown system: it is the sequence of active threads and the global states
at the beginning of a context in the computation. We extend this definition to
n-PDS communicating via reentrant locks by also taking into account which
locks are held by which thread at the positions where context-switches happen.
We start by fixing some definitions. Fix a n-PDS CP = (P1 , . . . , Pn ) communicating via Lcks and shared state Q. Let Qi be the set of local states of Pi .
Recall that a global state is (q, q1 , . . . , qn ) where q ∈ Q and qi ∈ Qi ; given a configuration s = (q, (q1 , w1 , hld1 ), . . . , (qn , wn , hldn )), GlblSt(s) = (q, q1 , · · · , qn ),
LckOwnd(s) = (held1 , · · · , heldn ) and LckOwndi (s) = heldi where heldi =
{l | hldi (l) > 0}. We say that LckOwndi (s) is the set of locks owned by Pi and the
tuple LckOwnd(s) is the lock ownership status. We are ready to define switching
vectors formally.
Definition 9. Let CP = (P1 , . . . , Pn ) be a n-PDS communicating via Lcks and
shared state Q. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Qi be the set of local states of Pi . A
sequence (gs0 , ls0 , p0 ), · · · , (gsr , lsr , pr ) is said to be a CP-switching vector if
the following holds for each 0 ≤ t ≤ r:
– pt is an element of the set {1, · · · , n} and for 0 ≤ t < r, pt 6= pt+1 .
– gst ∈ Q × Q1 × · · · × Qn . gs0 is the global state of the initial configuration,
and for all t > 0, If gst−1 = (q, q1 , · · · , qn ) and gst = (q 0 , q10 , . . . , qn0 ) then
qx = qx0 for each x 6= prt−1 .

– lst ∈ (2Lcks )n , ls0 = (∅, . . . , ∅), and for all t > 0, if lst = (held01 , . . . , held0n )
then held0y ∩ held0z = ∅ for each y 6= z; and if lst−1 = (held1 , . . . , heldn ) then
heldx = held0x for each x 6= prt−1 .
Note that the last two conditions are consistency checks: an active thread
cannot affect the local states of other threads and the locks owned by them. The
following definition captures the intuitive meaning of a switching vector being
the “snapshot” of a computation.
Definition 10. Let CP = (P1 , . . . , Pn ) be a n-PDS and let sig = (gs0 , ls0 , p0 ),
· · · , (gsr , lsr , pr ) be a CP-switching vector. We say that a computation C =
(λ1 ,i1 )

(λm ,im )

s0 −→ s1 · · · −→ sm of CP is compatible with sig if
– C has r context switches.
– gs0 = GlblSt(s0 ), ls0 = (∅, · · · , ∅) and p0 = i1 .
– If the context switches occur at positions j1 , · · · , jr then for each 1 ≤ t ≤ r,
• gst = GlblSt(st ).
• pt = ijt +1 .
• If lst = (held1 , . . . , heldn ) then LckOwndi (sjt ) ⊆ heldi for each 1 ≤ i ≤
n.
• Let jr+1 be m. If lst = (held1 , . . . , heldn ) then in the sequence sjt

(λjt+1 ,pt )

−→

(λjt+1 ,pt )

· · · −→ sjt+1 , the thread pt does not do any lock acquisitions and releases of locks in the set ∪i6=pt heldi .
It is easy to see that that if q is reachable by a computation C at most r
bounded context-switches then C must be compatible with a switching vector
sig of length ≤ r + 1 (the compatible switching vector is the sequence of the
global state, the identifier of the active thread and lock ownership status at the
beginning of each context). Hence, we can decide the bounded context-switching
reachability problem if we can give an algorithm that given an a n-PDS CP
communicating via Lcks, a CP-switching vector sig and a global state q, checks
if there is a computation C compatible with sig leading to q. We establish this
result next.
Lemma 2. The following problem is decidable:
Given a n-PDS CP = (P1 , . . . , Pn ) communicating via Lcks and shared state Q,
s.t. each thread is contextual, a CP-switching vector sig and a global state q
of CP, is there a computation that is a) compatible with sig and b) ends in
global state q?
Proof. We give an algorithm that decides the above problem. Note if r = 0,
then we can decide the problem by using Theorem ??. So, we only consider
the case r > 0. Let numlocks be the cardinality of Lcks. Fix an enumeration
l1 , l2 , · · · , lnumlocks of the elements of Lcks. Let Pi = (Q × Qi , Γi , (qs, qsi ), δi )
where qsi is the initial local state of Pi . Let sig = (gs0 , ls0 , p0 ), · · · , (gsr , lsr , pr ).
For each 1 ≤ t ≤ r, let sigt be (gs0 , ls0 , p0 ), · · · , (gst , lst , pt ). First note that if

q = (q, q1 , . . . , qn ) and gsr = (q 0 , q10 , . . . , qn0 ) then for each i 6= pr , qi must be the
same qi0 (since pr is the last active thread). Therefore the algorithm immediately
outputs “NO” if there is some i 6= pr s.t. qi 6= qi0 .
Otherwise, the algorithm proceeds iteratively and will have at most r + 1
iterations. At the end of each iteration t ≤ r, the algorithm will either output
“NO” or move to the next iteration. If the algorithm outputs “NO” at the
end of iteration t < r, then it would mean that there is no computation of
CP compatible with sigt . If the algorithm moves to the next iteration then it
would mean that there is a computation of CP compatible with sigt ending in
a configuration s such that GlblSt(s) = gst+1 and LckOwndi (s) ⊆ πi (lst+1 ) for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
In each iteration t, the algorithm constructs n pushdown counter systems
Mt1 , . . . , Mtn . Intuitively, the pushdown counter system Mti will “simulate” the
actions of the ith thread up-to the t-th context switch. Each Mti has numlocks
counters: the counter j keeps track of number of times lock lj has been acquired
by thread i. The algorithm proceeds as follows. For the sake of brevity, we only
illustrate the first iterative step. The other steps are explained in the Appendix.
– (Iterative step 1.) For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we pick new states qi† , testi,1 , . . . , testi,n
and let Qnew,i = {qi† , testi,1 , . . . , testi,numlocks }.
In the first iterative step, the active thread is supposed to be p0 . For i 6= p0 ,
let M1i = (Q1i , Γi , qs1i , δi1 ) be the numlocks -counter PDS where Q1i = Qnew,i ×
{1}, qs1i = (qi† , 1) and δi1 is ∅.
The numlocks -counter PDS M1p0 = (Q1p0 , Γi , qs1p0 , δp10 ) is constructed as follows. Intuitively, M1p0 simulates the thread p0 .
• Q1p0 = ((Q×Qp0 )∪Qnew,p0 )×{1}. The initial state qs1p0 = ((qs, qsp0 ), 1).
• δp10 is constructed as follows. If (qp, qn) is a state transition of Pp0 then
((qp, 1), (qn, 1)) is a state transition of M1p0 . If (qp, (qn, a)) (((qp, a), qn)
respectively) is a stack push (stack pop respectively) transition of Pp0
then ((qp, 1), ((qn, 1), a)) ((((qp, 1), a), (qn, 1)) respectively) is a stack
push (stack pop respectively) transition of M1p0 . If (qp, (qn, lj )) ((qp, lj ), qn)
respectively) is a lock acquisition (lock release respectively) transition of
Pp0 then ((qp, 1), (qn, 1)) is an increment (decrement respectively) transition of the jth counter.
In addition there are some zero-test transitions and one additional state
transition constructed as follows. These extra transitions are to ensure
that just before the first context switch happens, the set of the locks
owned by Pp0 is a subset of πp0 (ls1 ). This is achieved as follows. Let
gs1 = (q, q1 , . . . , qn ). If πp0 (ls1 ) = Lcks then we add a state transition
that takes (q, qp0 , 1) to (qp†0 , 1). Otherwise, let `1 < · · · < `m be the
indices of the elements in Lcks \ π`0 (ls1 ). We add a zero-test of the
counter `1 which takes the state ((q, qp0 ), 1) to the state (testp0 ,`1 , 1).
For each 1 ≤ x < m, we add a zero-test of the counter `x+1 which takes
the state (testp0 ,`x , 1) to (testp0 ,`x+1 , 1). From the state (testp0 ,`m , 1) we
add a state transition to (qp†0 , 1).

It is easy to see that the PDS M1p0 is a contextual PDS (since every thread of
CP is contextual) and the state (qp†0 , 1) is reachable iff it is reachable with ≤
numlocks zero-test. Thus, after constructing M1p0 , we check whether (qp†0 , 1)
is reachable or not (thanks to Theorem ??). If it is not, the algorithm outputs
“NO.” If it is reachable then we can conclude that there is a computation
compatible with sig1 . The next iteration begins.
The details of the other iterative steps are given in the appendix. The main
difference is that in the iterative step t, the thread pt−1 cannot manipulate
counters that correspond to the locks in the set ∪i6=t heldi . Furthermore in the
last iterative step, we check for reachability of q.
t
u
Hence, we can establish the main result of the paper.
Theorem 2. Given k ∈ N, the k-bounded context-switching problem is decidable
for n-PDS in which each thread exhibits contextual locking. For any fixed k > 0,
the problem is at least as hard as the VASS configuration reachability problem
(and hence EXPSPACE-hard also).
Proof. The decidability follows from Lemma ??. The VASS configuration reachability problem is as follows:
Given a n-counter system M = (Q, qs, {δinci , δdeci }1≤i≤n ) with no zero-test
transitions and a control state q ∈ Q, check if there is a computation starting
with (qs, 0̄) that leads to (q, 0̄).
Now, given a n-counter system M, we construct a 2-PDS CP = (P1 , P2 ) that
synchronizes only using reentrant locks as follows:
1. The set of locks, Lcks has n + 1 elements, l0 , l1 , . . . , ln .
2. P1 is non-recursive and simulates M. The initial state of P1 is qs. For each
i > 0, the value of the counter ci is maintained by the number of times li is
acquired by Pi . The sum of the counters c1 + · · · + cn is maintained by the
number of times l0 is acquired. The simulation is achieved as follows. Whenever M makes an internal transition, so does P1 . Whenever M increments
(decrements respectively) counter i, P1 acquires (releases respectively) locks
li and l0 .
3. P2 is also non-recursive and has two states {qs2 , qf2 }. qs2 is the initial state
of P2 . There is only one transition of P2 : P2 can acquire lock l0 and transit
to qf2 from qs2 .
It is easy to see that there is a computation of M starting with (qs, 0̄) that leads
to (q, 0̄) iff the state (q, qf2 ) is reachable in CP by a computation with at most
1 context switch.
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Conclusions

We have investigated the bounded context-switching problem for multi-threaded
recursive programs synchronizing with contextual reentrant locks, showing it to

be decidable. The decidability result is established by proving a novel result on
pushdown counter systems: if the pushdown counter system is contextual then
the problem of deciding whether a control state is reachable with a bounded
number of zero tests is decidable. The result on pushdown counter systems is
obtained by a reduction to the configuration reachability problem of VASS (Vector Addition System with States) and may be of independent interest. We also
establish that the bounded context-switching reachability problem problem is at
least as hard as the configuration reachability problem for VASS.
There are a few open problems. The status of the bounded context-switching
reachability problem for the case when the locks are not contextual is open. This
appears to be a very difficult problem. Our techniques imply that this problem
is equivalent to the problem of checking configuration reachability in pushdown
counter systems with a bounded number of zero-tests. The latter has been a
longstanding open problem.
Another line of investigation is to explore other under-approximation techniques such as bounded phases [?]. It would also be useful to account for other
synchronization primitives such as thread creation and barriers in addition to
reentrant locks.
Practical aspects of our decision algorithm is left to future investigation.
Since earlier static analysis techniques for analyzing programs with reentrant
locks [?] mainly consider locks to be both nested and contextual, our techniques
should be useful in analyzing a larger class of problems.

A

Proof of Lemma ??

We describe the iterative steps t + 1 of the algorithm. There are two cases.
– (Iterative step t+1 ≤ r.) Mt+1
is constructed from Mt by adding new states
i
and new transitions. For i 6= pt , we construct Mt+1
from Mti as follows. We
i
†
add a new state (qi , t + 1) and a new state transition that takes state (qi† , t)
to (qi† , t + 1).
t+1
1
t+1
The pushdown counter system Mt+1
pt = (Qpt , Γi , qspt , δpt ) is constructed
t+1
from Mpt as follows.
• Q1pt = Qtpt ∪ (((Q × Qpt ) ∪ Qnew,pt ) × {t + 1}).
• δpt+1
is constructed as follows. Every transition of δpt t is a transition of
t
t+1
δpt . If gst is (q, q1 , . . . , qn ) then there is a state transition that takes
(qi† , t) to ((q, qpt ), t + 1).
If (qp, qn) is a state transition of Ppt then ((qp, t + 1), (qn, t + 1)) is
a state transition of M1pt . If (qp, (qn, a)) (((qp, a), qn) respectively) is
a stack push (stack pop respectively) transition of Ppt then ((qp, t +
1), ((qn, t + 1), a)) (((qp, t + 1), a), (qn, t + 1)) respectively) is a stack
push (stack pop respectively) transition of Mt+1
pt .
Let lst = (held1 , . . . , heldn ). Note that in the (t + 1)th context, the
thread Ppt can only acquire and release a lock in the set Lcks\∪i6=pt heldi .
Thus, if (qp, (qn, lj )) ((qp, lj ), qn) respectively) is a lock acquisition (lock

release) transition of Ppt and lj ∈
/ ∪i6=pt heldi then ((qp, t + 1), (qn, t + 1))
is an increment (decrement respectively) transition of the jth counter.
In addition there are some zero test transitions and one additional state
transition constructed as follows. These extra transitions are to ensure
that just before the t-th context switch happens, the locks owned by
Ppt is a subset of πpt (lst+1 ). This is achieved as follows. Let gst+1 =
(q, q1 , . . . qn ). If Lcks \ πpt (lst+1 ) is empty then we add a state transition
that takes ((q, qpt ), 1) to (qp†t , 1). Otherwise, let `1 < · · · < `m be the
indices of the elements in Lcks \ π`pt (lst+1 ). We add a zero test of the
counter `1 which takes the state ((q, qpt ), t + 1) to the state (testpt ,`1 , t +
1). For each 1 ≤ x < m, we add a zero test of the counter `x+1 which
takes the state (testpt ,`x , t + 1) to (testpt ,`x+1 , t + 1). From the state
(testpt ,`m , t + 1) we add a state transition to (qp†t , t + 1).
†
It can be shown that the PDS Mt+1
pt is contextual and the state (qpt , t + 1) is
reachable iff it is reachable with at most ≤ (t + 1)numlocks zero tests. After
†
constructing Mt+1
pt , we check whether (qpt , t + 1) is reachable or not (thanks
to Theorem ??). If it is not, the algorithm outputs “NO.” If it is reachable
then the next iteration begins.
– (Iterative step r + 1.) Now, in the iterative step r + 1, the construction
Mr+1
for i 6= pr is like in the iterative step t + 1 ≤ r described above.
i
The construction of Mr+1
pr also proceeds as above except in the last step of
construction, we do not have any zero tests. Instead, if q = (q, q1 , . . . , qr ) then
there is just one transition that takes the state ((q, qpr ), r + 1) to (qp†r , r + 1).
†
After constructing Mr+1
pr , we check whether (qpr , 1) is reachable or not with
at most (r + 1)numlocks zero tests. If it is not, the algorithm outputs “NO”
otherwise it outputs “YES”.
It is not difficult to see from the construction that the algorithm always terminates and outputs “YES” iff there is a computation that is compatible with sig
and ends in q.

